Make sure to use “Kyobashi Guchi” Exit. Please move forward diagonally forward left. Make a cross at “Yurakubashi” intersection 2 blocks ahead, on Namiki Dori Ave., you will see the building like the photo right. Turn left and you will see a building with ZX GINZA sign. Please go up to 10th Floor.

Remarks: It would be a bit hard to find the building. As a landmark, there is Dr. Martins shoe shop located across the road, on your left.

Tokyo Metro “GINZA” station

Once you get out from B4 Exit, Turn right on Namiki Dori Ave. Keep going until you will see the building like the photo right. Turn left and you will see a building with ZX GINZA sign. Please go up to 10th Floor.

Remarks: It would be a bit hard to find the building. As a landmark, there is Dr. Martins shoe shop located across the road, on your left.